The phase transition in crystalline benzil [{C 6 H s COhJ at 84 K is investigated through Brillouin scattering. The major experimental findings are two transverse acoustic phonon modes exhibiting softening near the phase transition, a longitudinal acoustic mode that is temperature sensitive, and the ratio of the Rayleigh peak intensity to the soft mode intensity behaves anomalously. These results are discussed using a theory developed for an elastic phase transition in sym-triazine (C3N3H3)' It is found that bilinear-coupling terms involving strains and the order parameter can explain transverse mode behavior but not that of the longitudinal acoustic mode.
I. INTRODUCTION
Benzil (C S H S CO)2 is a molecular crystal which has a crystallographic phase transition at -84 K. Since the discovery of this phase transition through birefringence studies,l many experimental techniques have been employed to investigate this system. The phase transition has been characterized using EPR spectroscopy,2 x-ray diffraction,3 specific heat measurements, 4 infrared spectroscopy,5 Raman scattering,6 and Brillouin scattering. 1 The high temperature phase has been determined to possess a trigonal structure D~(P3121) with 3 molecules/unit cell. The structure of the low temperature phase is assigned as C2. 8 The benzil molecule has a permanent dipole moment of 3.58 D.9 The crystal contains planar arrays of benzil molecules, the twofOld axes of which coincide with the twofold axes of these arrays, with each succeeding plane related to the one below it by a threefold screw axis. 10 The dipole moments of a given layer are all aligned in the same direction in the plane of the layer. The aligned dipole moments are related to those in other layers by the threefold screw axis and no spontaneous polarization appears in the high temperature phase. In the low temperature phase the threefold symmetry axis is lost and a spontaneous polarization results. Benzil, however, is different from most ferroelectrics in that the spontaneous polarization (P.) cannot be reversed by an external electric field: in a given domain, p. and -p. are not equivalent. Therefore, benzil is considered an example of a pyroelectric.
A Raman scattering study6 characterized a soft E mode which splits in the low temperature phase. The dielectric constant Ed shows a weak Curie-Weiss-like anomaly near T c [<1E. (T c )/E(300 K)-O. 5%J. Spontaneous polarizationS (-0.1 fJ. C/cm 2 ) appears along the am axis (twofold axis) below the transition temperature.
Although the dielectric anomaly is weak, recent Brillouin scattering results reveal two soft transverse acoustic phonons which propagate along the a and c axes. The transverse mode along the a axis displays a faster softening than the c-axis mode. These phonons belong to the E irreducible representation of D 3 • The elastic constant Cu which is obtained from the frequency a) Supported in part by a grant from AFOSR.
shift of a longitudinal phonon propagating along the a axis also shows some softening in the neighborhood of the transition temperature. Anisotropies in "slowness" (v· l ; v = sound velocity) are also predicted in both the a-c and b-c planes. Softening in the a-b plane is, however, fairly uniform.
The above experimental results suggest that the order parameter for this phase transition is some physical quantity which belongs to the E irreducible representation of Ds' This representation contains as basis functions polarizations (P x , p y ), strains (e4' es), (es, e7 ooe l -e z ), and molecular rotations (Rx, R y) ' Observed anomalies in dielectric and elastic properties are consequences of bilinear coupling between some microscopic order parameter and such macroscopiC quantities as strains and polarizations.
The transition is expected to be first order based on the Landau condition for third-order invariants [E]3 in the free energy expansion. Although theory predicts a first-order transition, experiments reveal only a weakly first-order transition at T = To; the latent heat 4 associated with the transition is quite small and the hystereSiS is smaller than 0. 1 K 3 ,6 Recently, Raich and Bernsteinll have developed a description of the ferroelastic phase transition in sY/Iltriazine (Tc -200 K). The phase transition is induced by a doubly degenerate order parameter which belongs to the Eg irreducible representation of D 3d • The low temperature phase, in this case, has C 2h symmetry. The elastic constant C44 is predicted to soften at this phase tranSition, in agreement with recent inelastiC neutron scattering experiments. 12 As benzil is piezoelectric, even in the high temperature phase dielectric and elastic anomalies cannot be separated, in general. The observed elastic constants must be described byl3 in which c?j is a bare elastic constant, 0ijk is a piezoelastic constant, and Ek is a bare dielectric constant. The dielectric constant can be decomposed to a sum of two terms: Ek = E~ + <1Ek in which E~ is the normal part and <1E. represents the anomalous part of the dielectric constant. For benzil, Eg» 6Ek for all temperatures.
Therefore, the main effect of the piezoelectric property of benzil is to shift the absolute values of the elastic constants. Ignoring this piezoelectric coupling effect, interactions between order parameters and strains can be separated from interactions between order parameters and polarizations. Moreover, since elastic constant matrices for Ds and DSd are the same, the elastic anomalies in benzil can be treated in this regime by the theoretical model developed for sym -triazine. 11 In this report, new Brillouin scattering data for phonons propagating along the a and c axes will be presented. We became aware of the previous Brillouin results' only after our experiments were nearing completion. Our results are in substantial agreement with those of Ref. 7 but extend the data for the longitudinal modes, in particular. The observed temperature behavior is discussed on the basis of a Landau mean field theory worked out for triazine, which undergoes a similar transition, on the basis of group theory. Deviations from the Landau theory are noted and discussed qualitatively in terms of different mechanisms.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Single crystals of benzil were grown from xylene solutions by slow cooling or slow evaporation. Solutions are prepared by successive and repeated recrystallizations and filterings of benzil and xylene. Large single transparent, pale yellow crystals (-2x 5x 1 cm S ) of excellent optical quality are readily grown. Crystal axes are determined by examining the crystal with a polarizing microscope and observing the crystal's external features. 6 ,14 Since the crystal is brittle, samples for 90 0 scattering in the a -c plane were carefully cut and then polished using lens paper and xylene solvent to obtain cubic samples about 5 mm on a side. In order to measure anisotropy of frequency shifts in the a-c plane, several cylindrically shaped samples were prepared (-8 mm diam x 10 mm). To reduce surface scattering, samples were coated with a thin layer of parafin oil. This procedure drastically reduced the Rayleigh intensity (-1/10).
The experimental setup is such that Brillouin scattering and correlation spectroscopy can be simultaneously observed by splitting the scattered light. Details of the correlation spectroscopy apparatus and results will be presented at a later time. Brillouin spectra were obtained using a piezoelectrically scanned triple pass Fabry-Perot interferometer followed by an RCA C31034A-02 photomultiplier tube thermoelectrically cooled for a dark count of -10 cps. The output of the tube is detected by photon counting electronics and a data acquisition and stabilization system (Burleigh DAS-1). Spectra are stored in a Nicolet 1074 multichannel analyzer and displayed on a Hewlett-Packard 98458 computer or an x-y recorder. Free spectral ranges of 28.68 and 10.0 GHz are typical. A finesse of -50 to 60 could be maintained for the duration of the experiment (-1 to 2 days). single mode output, which is monitored with a spherical Fabry-Perot interferometer used as a spectrum analyzer. Samples are affixed to a copper block, using G. E. 7031 varnish, and then placed in a copper scattering cell wrapped with heater wire. A closed cycle refrigerator (Cn 21) is used to obtain temperatures as low as 40 K. Temperature is controlled with a proportional controller with a diode sensor to within ±0.1 K. Sample temperature is measured with another diode through the controller. Transition temperature for each sample is found to be 83.5 K ± 0.5 K. Experimental errors are estimated as follows: crystal orientation (phonon propagation direction) is ± 2 0, . Brillouin shift measurements are ±O. 5% for L modes and ± 1% for T modes, half width of transitions is ± 5%, and intenSity measurements are ± 15%.
III. RESULTS
Typical temperature dependent phonon frequencies near the tranSition temperature are shown in Fig. 1 for phonons propagating along the a axis. Although no physical damage was visible in the sample after several cycles through the transition temperature, softening of the transverse modes became less pronounced and the transition temperature decreased (as can be seen in Fig. 1 ). The longitudinal phonon evidences rapid changes in the region near Te. The other transverse phonon is masked by the soft mode in the region displayed in Fig. 1 . Results for the a-and c-axis phonons in the high temperature phase correspond closely to the previous Br.i11ouin scattering results'; note however, that the frequencies reported here are slightly (-3%) higher. Temperature dependence for the longitudinal a -axis phonon frequency and its half width at half maximum are given in Fig. 2 . The frequency shift of L. with temperature shows a x-type anomaly in addition to a discontinuity at T e , and its half width increases con- siderably near the transition temperature. The longitudinal c-axis phonon evidences no anomaly in frequency shift or half width; it displays a monotonic variation with temperature. These data are also presented in Fig. 2 .
Two transverse modes propagating along the a axis are observed, as is to be expected for a trigonal structure. 15 The less intense of the two shows a weak temperature dependence. Along the c axis only one transverse mode is found; it is doubly degenerate and soft.
Results for the transverse soft modes are summarizer in Fig. 3 . The a-axis phonon is always of lower frequency than the c-axis phonon; the a-axis mode shows a small jump at Tc and has a small ($ 1 K) transition temperature hysteresis. These facts suggest that the phase transition is of first order. Measurements have been repeated using different samples cut from the same crystal boule, and a weak sample dependence has been observed in the soft mode behavior near the transition temperature (see Fig. 3 ). For a given sample, however, good reproducibility was observed. The slight sample dependent frequency data can probably be ascribed to defects which create variation in the local stress distribution in the samples.
The ratio of the soft mode intensity to Rayleigh peak intensity along the a axis was also measured and is summarized in Fig. 3 . Initial increase of this ratio is due to soft mode behavior, Le., I s a:(pv2rl15 and v-D. The ratio has a maximum at -Tc + 1 K, however, suggesting, in addition, a rapid increase in Rayleigh intensity in the high temperature phase close to the transition temperature. (21) given in the text. c44 softening causes both temperature dependences.
The observed C 6 6 begins to deviate from that predicted by the high temperature slope at -120 K; c 66 (300 K)
, and the projected value of C 6 6 is close to 4. 8x 10 9 N/m 2 • This softening of C66 renders it roughly temperature independent near the transition region.
IV. DISCUSSION
Elastic constant matrices for both phases are given in Table I ; notation of Ref. 7 has been followed. Correspondence between elastic constants in the high and low temperature phases is given in Table n. Trans- The data reveal that w~ = C44q2 behaves as a soft mode.
Assuming C44 has the strongest temperature dependence, the lower frequency for the a axis can be approximated near the transition temperature for the case C 66 » C44 as follows: 
The form of Eq. (3) gives in Cu = cO(T -To) and thus this mode can be expected to soften faster than cHq2 alone. In this manner, the two soft transverse modes can share a common origin of instability (the elastic constant C44)' Moreover, the lowest phonon frequency propagating along the b axis can be approximated near the transition as (4) Therefore, the b-axis transverse mode behaves much like the a-axis mode and the softening of this branch has not been extensively investigated. Since Cll> C66 =~ (ell -cu), the a-axis mode softens faster than the others.
As we have pointed out in the Introduction, benzil is piezoelectric even in the high temperature phase and thus the dielectric and elastic properties cannot be rigorously separated. Following the theory of piezoelectricity,13 the free energy of a crystal may be expanded in terms of effective dielectric and elastic constants as (5) in which X O =dielectric susceptibility, CO =elastic constant, a = piezoelectric constant, P = electric polarization, and e =strain. Using Eq. (5), the external electric field E and the external stress X can be calculated from and 8F P E = -= -,r -ae
Effective dielectric constants and elastic constants are then given by and BE 1 1 a 2 -=-=,--::n-
As discussed earlier, benzil has only a weak dielectric anomaly, even near the transition temperature. Nonetheless, it must be pointed out that experimentally X and c, and not XO and co, are observed for piezoelectrics in the free crystal. It is suggested by the previous discussion, however, that the dielectric contribution to the elastic anomalies can be neglected for benzil. For small dielectric contributions, this neglect results only in a shift of absolute values. In the ensuing discussion only the elastic portion of the benz il phase behavior will be treated. This approximation is equivalent to extending the space group of benzil (Ds) into a higher group like D3a by adding an inversion center.
Haich and Bernstein have previously presented a Landau mean field theory of the phase transition in triazine. 11 Triazine has a crystal structure space group of D~d (R3c) symmetry and a temperature (pressure) induced phase transition due to a C44 elastic constant instability.17 Under the above approximations this theory can be extended to cover benzil; as D3 becomes D 3d , the E irreducible representation of D3 becomes equivalent to Eg (second rank tensor basis functions) and E. (vector basis functions) of irredUCible representations of Dsa' As in the case of triazine, we introduce doubly degenerate order parameters (Q1' Q2) as suggested by recent Haman 6 and infrared 5 spectroscopic results. These order parameters can be considered to be phonon amplitudes. The free energy is given asU,iS 
(-~Ql-~{3Q2' -~e4-~{3es' -~e7-t{3e6)'
Considering domain I alone, the free energy can be more simply described as This approach yields temperature dependent effective elastic constants by expanding them in powers of the strain es (our e.) near the phase transition temperature. As we are interested not only in soft mode behavior but also discontinuities at To, another method 19 will be employed. Both phases can be treated simultaneously by introducing spontaneous values and fluctuations around these values for Ql' el> and e4' Three equations are thereby generated: 
in which a' =a+Ce4+Del" There are, of course, higher order terms in fluctuations which can make contributions to Eq. (15) even in the high temperature phase. Landau theory neglects such contributions, some of which will be discussed below.
Effective elastic constants can be obtained from Eq. (15) and are defined as follows:
For the L mode with 0 1 =e4 =0 and Xl *0 ,
For the T mode with &1 =el =0 and x 4 *0,
The above constraints used to derive the elastic constants insure that (ae4/ael) = (ael/ae4) =0 for these linearized equations. Treating XI and X 4 like g I is inappropriate in this instance because two strain variables are required.
In the high temperature phase, Q l =el =e4::0 and the above two expressions can be simplified considerably
Using Eq. (3), effective a-axis elastic constants for the high temperature phase are (20) These three equations can be put into the following form:
With data shown in Figs. 4 and 5, parameters appearing in Eq. (21) are determined for longitudinal and transverse modes as
In these two equations, it has been assumed that temperature dependence of CO within the narrow temperature range around T c can be neglected. These equations are also plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. Numerical estimates of constants appearing in the free energy expression Eq. (10) can be calculated using Eqs. (20) and (23) and
The last result can be directly compared to experimental results given in Refs. 7 and 20
The agreement between our calculated estimate and the experimental value is certainly reasonable conSidering our estimate is obtained near the tranSition temperature and that (C~4 -(C~4)2/cg6] has a weak temperature
dependence.
An additional comparison can be made for To with the value obtained by setting the Raman frequency for the E mode in the high temperature phase equal to a2F/aQ~ = eZF/aQ~ = a =ao (T -To). A rough fit of the Raman data yields T o~ 5 K. For this case, a best fit for both modes yields T 2T ,=72. 5±0. 5 K and c~ = 1. 53 (±O. 03) x 10 9 (N/m 2 ); and TZL = 18 ± 2 K and ci =' 1. 78 (± 0.05) x 10 10 (N/m 2 ). Neither of these fits is particularly good; however, again the transverse modes are much better than the longitudinal one.
Thus, the transverse elastic anomalies observed for benzil can be explained by a Landau theory with bilinear strain-order parameter coupling terms. Since the phase transition is first order due to cubic invariants in the free energy expansion, the elastic constants may well, in general, evidence discontinuities at the transition temperature. The small step observed in the transverse mode frequency along the a axis can therefore be understood (Fig. 3) .
However, the a-axis longitudinal phonon anomaly cannot be explained with only bilinear coupling with the order parameter. The numerically fitted result given by Eq. (22) This gives a value of TI for the a-axis longitudinal mode much greater than To. Moreover, the discontinuity observed in the longitudinal a-axis mode at the transition temperature (Fig. 5) is probably too large to be accounted for in the above mentioned manner. Therefore, the experimental results and theoretical analysis suggest the existence of nonmean field contributions to the a-axis elastic softening.
The a-axis longitudinal mode discontinuity is similar to that observed in improper ferroelectrics like Gd z (M0 4 )s2I and (NH4)2S04.22 Such anomalies may be understood through higher order coupling terms between the order parameters and strains as given in Eq. (10) by ~ DeIQ~, etc. Terms of this nature are referred to as electrostriction and anomalies associated with these higher order couplings have been considered previously.2s Following Rehwald, 24 the elastic anomaly due to this interaction is found to be 1 D2 21-1 2 1-1 2 1-1 2
Ac ll =k B T""4(4 QI (QI )+(QI Q I ) '
The first term in Eq. (24) vanishes in the high temperature phase and is already included in Eq. (16). For a second-order transition (I Q112) --Qt and this term always gives a step to lower elastic constant values at Te. Thus, for benzil this term will contribute to the sharp decrease in Cll at the transition point and will also be responsible for a weak temperature dependence below the transition temperature. The second term in Eq.
(24) survives even in the high temperature phase and contributes to general mode softening, depending on the order parameter susceptibilitiy and the speCific heat due to order parameter fluctuations. 24 Therefore, the elastic anomaly in the longitudinal mode near the transition temperature can consist of two terms
Cll =Cll -a' +2bQI +3cQ~ -kBT""4 Q I Q I .
This may be written as o (B +DQI)2
IT -To I-P± Cll=CU-a'+2bQI+3cQ~ -A± ----:r;-, (26) in which the ± signs refer to the high and low temperature phases, respectively.
This expression can account for the Cu (soft La mode) behavior in a qualitative fashion. In the high temperature phase, Eq. (21) should be replaced in the data analysis, therefore, with Numerical fitting using Eq. (27) with To =37.2 K and a temperature dependent C~I has been repeated with little success. In order to get a reasonable fit, To must approach 80 K in Eq. (27) . More will be presented on this issue shortly.
As a further application of the Landau mean field theory to the benzil phase tranSition, phonon frequency anisotropy in the a-c plane at room temperature was calculated using the full dynamical matr ix. Results are shown in Fig. 7 and should be compared with Fig. 6 .
Ultrasonic experiments at room temperature 20 give lower sound velocity values (by about 3%-5%) than those obtained from Brillouin scattering. 7,25 The difference in these velocities is outside the contribution from dispersion effects, which are expected to be of the order of less than 1%. This suggests the possibility that some relaxation process is involved with the dynamical behavior of benzil. From the standpoint of a ferroelectric phase transition, the anomaly at 84 K in benzil can be regarded as an order-disorder transition of the permanent dipole moments of the individual molecules. One possible mechanism for such a relaxation effect would be a dipolar orientation-relaxation process. Thereby, the anomaly in the intensity ratio of Brillouin soft mode scattering to Rayleigh scattering shown in Fig. 3 might be explained by a critical slowing down of some (dipolar) relaxation time. This relaxation time is consistent with the generalized Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relaxation 26 given by (28) in which T T is the (critical) transverse relaxation time and TL is the (usually assumed noncritical) longitudinal relaxation time. In order that the observed small dielectric anomaly be maintained by this equation,
wL-wT-(T-T o ) and T L -TT-(T-T o )-l
Thus, ultrasonic and dielectric dispersion measurements near the transition point will yield important dynamical information for the benzil phase transition. Clearly, the concept of some relaxation process affecting the frequency dispersion is consistent with the existing benzil data.
Finally, previous x-ray results on benzil at 74 K3 and their proposed incorporation into a theory of the benzil phase transitionS should be discussed. Toledano has developed a theory for the benzil phase transition based on the observed doubling of translational symmetry in the (0001) plane of the hexagonal unit cell. Cell doubling was accounted for by introducing zone boundary order parameters at the M point in the hexagonal Brillouin zone. The star associated with this representation of the translation group has three components and thus the order parameter is three dimensional. These order parameters couple to the E zone center order parameters introduced in the above discussion. This theory assumes that the zone center instability triggers the zone boundary instability through anharmonic interaction given by
in which (Qi' Qz) Conditions have been presented for a phase I -phase III transition without the appearance of phase II. The free energy associated with the coupling between zone boundary order parameters and strains is given by
As is easily seen, the postulated zone boundary order parameter contributions to the free energy are of the same form as those arising from higher order fluctuations of the zone center couplings (compare Eqs. (24)-(27)]. Therefore, elastic anomalies expected from this mechanism are of exactly the same form as given by Eq. (24). As mentioned before, in order to obtain a numerical fit for the a-axis longitudinal mode, a more complicated expression than that given in Eq. (26) is required. Such a new equation might have the form of Eq. (26) with the added term which expresses a possible zone boundary mode fluctuation contribution to the softening of Cll' Clearly such a total equation has too many parameters to be fit meaningfully to the present experimental results. Unfortunately, elastic measurements cannot separate two superimposed anomalies due to these two electrostrictivetype interactions.
Presently only one experiment 3 has suggested that the translational symmetry is broken at the transitioIi point. This x-ray study reports temperature dependence of the zone center order parameter only. In addition, Brillouin data taken to 35 K evidence no further anomalous behavior in any of the acoustic phonon modes, even though x-ray and infrared studies show an additional discontinuity at -55 K. Clearly, more preCise structural studies and measurements of Bragg point intensities corresponding to zone boundary pOints (the M point in particular) would be of considerable importance and interest.
V. CONCLUSION
The structural phase transition in benzil at 83.5 K has been investigated using Brillouin scattering from phonons propagating along the a and C axes. Our observations are summarized as follows:
(1) Two transverse modes propagating along the a and c axes behave as soft modes. The related elastic constants are H (c66 +C4') -[(C6S -C44)2 +4d.J and cu, respectively.
(2) A longitudinal phonon propagating along the a axis is temperature sensitive near the transition point; a'\-type anomaly is observed for this mode.
(3) A longitudinal phonon propagating along the c axis shows no anomaly around the transition temperature as predicted by the triazine Landau theory.
(4) The ratio of the soft mode intensity to Rayleigh peak intensity along the a axis was examined. It was found that this ratio has a maximum at To + 1 K, which indicates a rapid increasing in the Rayleigh intensity in the high temperature phase. Bilinear coupling constants appearing in the theory could be estimated from the data. To discuss the "--type anomaly in ell> an electrostrictive-type interaction was introduced. This term also contributes to the elastic softening in the high temperature phase. The effect of a Brillouin zone boundary instability on the elastic constants was examined and it was found to give contributions similar to those for the electrostrictive interactions from zone center order parameters. A quantitative decomposition of these two contributions must await a more complete and more accurate data set.
Anisotropy in phonon frequencies was calculated based on the triazine theory27 and good agreement between theoretical and experimental results obtained.
Finally, a possibility of some (dipolar) relaxation process was explored to explain sound velocity dispersion, Rayleigh intensity, and the dielectric anomaly in benzil. Rayleigh correlation measurements are now in progress to obtain more information on this relaxation phenomenon.
